Size: 16” X 16” inch
12” X 24” inch

For more design please visit our website

www.sehrawatbrothers.com  sales@sehrawatbrothers.com
1800-2700-489  +91-78276-78276  +91 9555-338-248 (international inquiry)
3D Leather Wall panels
Installation.

Installation process is surprisingly simple.
The 3D leather panels can be installed permanently on the wall, or as temporary modular panels that can be removed from the wall at any time.

When installing directly on a wall
- Measure the area, decide on a layout and mark the wall.
- Using regular hot glue gun, drop a few melted hot glue dabs on the corners, and the center (back side of the tile) and press the tile to the wall.
- Hold it for about a minute to let the glue harden and cool.

Step One:
1. Make sure the surface of the wall is flat and clean.
2. If the wall already covered with skin coat, please repaint or coat of oriented latex or primer onto it.

Step Two:
1. Square off the wall according to the size of the wall panels.

Step Three:
1. Hot melt glue and silicone is necessary.
2. Squeeze glue onto each panel.
3. Hot melt glue is rapidly setting. Silicone has the effect of strengthening and consolidation.

Step Four:
1. Install wall panels in turn from the top to the bottom.
2. When fitting panels, please press panel against the wall for 20 to 30 seconds.

Final Effect!
3D Leather Panels

After Sale Support & Technical Support

www.sehrawatbrothers.com sales@sehrawatbrothers.com
1800-2700-489 +91-78267-78267
+91 9555-338-248 (International Inquiry)

Plot No. 1, Near MCD, Girls Primary School,
VPO - Bakkarwala, New Delhi - 110041

ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE AT:
amazon.com  MY WALL PANELS  snapdeal  MY STORE
SHOPCLUES  3D  eBay  Lavanya Doors  Gmall
Ably  BELACASA  3D Wall Panel  Jali Cutting  Flipkart

OFFLINE STORE

INDIA